Abstract: Sweden's teachers have a history of engaging children through literature into the humanistic endeavor of developing self-esteem and a positive attitude to life. The Canadian classic Anne of Green Gables written by Lucy Maud Montgomery in 1908 is one of the works of literature where a pedagogy has been developed to further these aims. The Swedish organization Diakonia has been instrumental in promoting these same ideals of empowering children through literature. While in Palestine I became familiar with Diakonia's activities with local educators and in this article I examine how Palestinian teachers use this methodology with their Arabic copy of Anne of Green Gables.
and the Idea of the Classic came to an abrupt halt when I approached the Canadian Representative Office in Ramallah for funding. I was warned that engaging with Palestinians who had just elected a Hamas government could result in a hefty fine and possible jail sentence for me. When I brought this news back to my friends at NIET they had a great laugh and said yes, "We are all terrorists."
Diakonia giving hope through books
The name Diakonia often surfaces when talking about translating and disseminating "mankind owes to the child the best it has to give." Furthermore, Principle 2 reads: "the child shall enjoy special protection, and shall be given opportunities and facilities, by law and by other means, to enable him to develop physically, mentally, morally, spiritually and socially in a healthy and normal manner and in conditions of freedom and dignity. In the enactment of laws for this purpose, the best interests of the child shall be the paramount consideration." But oftentimes the reality speaks otherwise. Ulpu Aario wrote of her 1944 experience as a four year old shipped off to Sweden. She was born soon after her father's death in 1939, and after the death of her care-giving grandmother her own mother had no choice but to send her to Sweden. In Ulpu's touching story, which prefaces how Anne of Green Gables gave her hope in that situation, she recalls sitting on the floor of the cargo plane that took her away from her Finnish home to her new Swedish one.
Ulpu's story is vivid with vignettes like the one of her as the naked child traumatized by the flood of doctors, and another of inoculations before her being sent to Stockholm with a tag around her neck. From there young Ulpu was transported further north to Vännä, to the Zakrisson family, who were looking forward to a young boy to keep their 12 year old son company. The farming family came to the station in their horse and wagon to fetch their boy, but as no boy was to be found, only a four year old girl who spoke no Swedish, the train moved on. Little Ulpu spent the night at the home of the train conductor and was sent to the Zakrissons the next day. Mother Zakrisson was ready to send the girl away but Father Zakrisson felt she had suffered enough and there she stayed for two and a half years. Ulpu's story bears a strong resemblance to the other great orphan saga of Anne and her arrival of Green Gables.
Years later, back in Finland and reflecting on the experience, Ulpu writes: "I found comfort as a child from the Anne books as I felt we shared a common fate, Anne at Green Gables and myself in Sweden". One of the soldiers looked up and saw Karim fixing his eyes on him intently. Trying to look casual Karim turned and walked away. There was no telling what any of them would do if they felt threatened or were irritated. Being only 12 years old was no protection. Kids younger than him were shot all the time. These guys' fingers seemed to hover permanently on their triggers.
Children surviving in unending wars
A Little Peace of Ground is a fictive account of Palestinian children's vision of their reality and one insight into their way of contending with the dilemma of war and Israeli occupation.
Hamida Bosmajian provides a sharp reminder of not dealing with past atrocities in

Sparing the Child -Grief and the Unspeakable in Youth Literature about Nazism and the
Holocaust. Beyond simply exposing the realities of war and all its atrocities, specific procedures as part of education are instrumental for guiding young people into a brighter tomorrow.
The pedagogy and activities below based on the novel Anne of Green Gables exemplifies a step in helping children contend with the Palestinian situation. Although such classroom activities may appear as a band aid to the horror outside the classroom, the curriculum suspends children in a state of empowerment, one which has the potential to open their minds to other worlds and see hope for a possible better place than the one that is now theirs.
But for the interactive reading objectives of the Palestinian organizations -Tamer and
NIET -books that tackle subjects such as national identity, diversity, equal opportunities, and children's rights -subjects that provide space for the growth and development of children's morals, values, and community participation -are a priority. 
The Project
The curriculum project is based on LM Montgomery's novel Anne of Green Gables and is entitled "If you were Anne."
Hypothetical scenarios emphasizing forgiveness
This hypothetical scenario comes midway in a series of 10 activities for students from the 9 th and 10 th grades. The section's aim is to help students achieve a better understanding of the book. "If you were Anne, would you apologize to Rachel Lynde (a neighbour who is suspicious of Anne and openly rude to the new orphan child)?" reads the teacher's instruction manual. "If you were Marilla (Anne's newly adopted mother), what would you do when Anne refused to apologize," both hypothetical scenarios focus on the importance of forgiveness.
Speculation on the story within
Prior to these thought provoking issues students were directed by their teacher to examine the triumphant red hair girl on the cover and then guess what the book is about.
Reading, retelling, and recording
Before long students are reading various sections of the book and are retelling the story to their classmates who in turn write it down.
Acting out Anne of Green Gables
From here the students acquaint themselves with the names of the book's characters and 
Theme and symbolism in Anne
In the final sections of the curriculum project the teacher directs the students to examine the theme and symbolic elements of Anne.
Creative writing
A creative writing activity culminates the project as "If I were Anne" evolves into "I am
Anne." The instructions read: "Collaboration, re-establishing the story, option, and reconstruction" and students are instructed to "write the chapters of a Palestinian novel whose hero is a Palestinian girl who resembles Anne in her personality and the circumstances of her life." The instructions stipulate that the names of the characters should be in Arabic, the environment should resemble that of the students, and they should write about incidents and problems they have actually lived through.
Publishing Palestinian Anne
Each of the book's chapters produced by the students will eventually be presented as an independent book with its own cover. The instructions continue: "the students must all agree in their hero's fertile imagination, her high (pride) self-esteem, her enthusiasm".
Children and crisis resolution of all kinds -bullying, divorce, accidents, war -all drive much of our literature. Lassén Seger says, children undergo through literature a metamorphosis as part of the reading experience, both wild and uncivilized child metamorphs as well as more innocent, playful, and rebellious ones. There is the hope in this project that these tasks practiced in class will one day transfer to the society at large and students will be prepared for negotiation and forgiveness. Though a literature based pedagogy children will be empowered to resolve issues that have haunted Gables Today" at this same conference . I gained a deeper understanding of how literature is an important part of the Swedish national curriculum for educating teachers. "Anne" as a source of inspiration for children to love life has driven Swedes in their own education and has also spilled over in their engagement with other nations. Palestine is one example of this emancipatory project to read with ones head and heart. 
ANNEX
Finnish education
I have the privilege of working in a Finnish university where I can witness firsthand the strengths of Finnish education. In order to be admitted to university, students must have good grades in their matriculation examination which they complete after 12 years in comprehensive school, and generally the last three of those years are in high school (in Finnish, lukio). In order to be admitted to university one must take an entrance examination for that faculty/school they hope to be admitted to. All education in Finland is tuition free, including university, so there is not the same financial burden regarding fees that students in other countries experience.
Generally students come to university with good language skills in several foreign languages, with primarily English as their first foreign language which they began in grade 3, at the age 9. Finland is a bilingual country and as most of my students are native Finnish speakers. They have a very strong background in their mother tongue and have also studied Swedish, the other official, for at least 5 years. Many of my students have shorter courses in other languages as well -French, Spanish, German and Russian being the most popular.
At the Language Centre of Tampere University, where I am a lecturer, we offer all the above languages: Finnish and Swedish are compulsory and English is the most popular language. The other languages we offer are German, French, Spanish, Russian, Japanese, Chinese, Latin and until quite recently Portuguese, Italian and Arabic. Our emphasis in the higher level courses is on academic and professional skills and we work in collaboration with the schools of our students in order to offer meaningful courses. Personally I have specialized in courses for students of media, education, the humanities, and social sciences. I am well aware that without the diligent work of their English teachers in school I would not be able to do such sophisticated work as I do with my students. The Finnish school system has given these students a solid basis, good working habits, and the ability to further develop their potential.
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